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Abstract
In a previous work, we developed a distance-based forma-

lism adapted to image processing. In colour, this formalism is cor-

related to human perception using an adapted distance function.

In this work, we extend this framework to multispectral domain.

The goal is to construct an image processing formalism guided by

a physical point of view. In this context, a suitable distance func-

tion between two spectra has to be specified and selected. In this

paper, we specify essential characteristics of multivalued distance

using two linear transformations. Different multivalued distance

behaviours are compared using Gaussian distribution. Next we

propose a modified distance using linear transforms. Then we

compare the behaviours of different distances on real spectral im-

ages after morphological process.

Introduction
Mathematical morphology offers an attractive way to pro-

cess and to analyse signals, especially image data. Morphological

process allows to compute differences in spatial domain (shape,

size, orientation) of objects (connected components) or to analyse

image content through multiscale shape representation. Since se-

veral years, the colour or multispectral mathematical morphology

extensions are widespread. Many authors developed multivalued

methods but they was focused on the ordering construction with-

out addressing a physical or perceptual sense.

In a previous work, we developed a new image processing

framework distance-based function and adapted to mathematical

morphology formalism. An advantage of this formalism is that

the convergence coordinates are not necessary white and black

colours. To extend this framework to multispectral domain, a suit-

able distance function between two spectra (containing the visible

and/or invisible light) has to be specified and selected. This pa-

per presents first results in this direction. In particular, we com-

pare different distance responses to linear transforms, applied on

Gaussian distributions. Then their behaviours are analysed during

basic process and advanced morphological tools.

Mathematical morphology based on distance
function

Many authors extend the mathematical morphology to colour

or multivalued domain. The most widely used methods to define

the vector expressions of minimum and maximum operators
∨

and
∧

are two equivalent approaches, as the lexicographic order

or order based on priority expressed between multivalued com-

ponents [1, 2, 3]. Among the proposed approaches, the works

started by Serra (Hanbury [4] followed by Lopez [5]) then con-

tinued by Aptoula [6] constitute important contributions to the

colour mathematical morphology field.

But these approaches are mainly focused on the ordering

construction. Moreover, most of them are basic colour exten-

sions, issued from grayscale considerations. Using these methods,

colour image converges in a multi-iterative scheme to the white

during the dilation and to the black during the erosion. However

with colour or multispectral images, natural convergence coordi-

nates does not exist and these coordinates need to be expressed.

Also, we propose to link colour morphological operators to the

concept of convergence, called ”Convergent Colour Mathemat-

ical Morphology” (CCMM). Thus, pixel coordinates of images

are guided toward the convergence coordinates (O−∞ and O+∞)

during morphological process.

The basic order relation that defines the minimum between

two pixel coordinates, C1 and C2, in reference to the convergence

coordinate
−−→

O−∞ for the erosion operator is:

C1 �C2 ⇔ ||

−−−−→

C1O−∞
|| ≤ ||

−−−−→

C2O−∞
|| (1)

In the same way, the pixel coordinate C1 are defined greater than

C2, in reference to the convergence coordinate
−−→

O+∞ for the dila-

tion operator when:

C1 �C2 ⇔ ||

−−−−→

C1O+∞
|| ≤ ||

−−−−→

C2O+∞
|| (2)

In equations (1) and (2), the vector norm ||.|| is a distance func-

tion. To obtain a total order some additional constraints are re-

quired [7] but not used at this work level. This writing, based on

distance function, is generic and allows extending the morpho-

logical operators to colour and n-dimensional data. For classical

colour image processings, the only available distances are the per-

ceptual ones such as the ∆E in the CIELAB space. However any

distance is validated for spectral image processing with a percep-

tual or physical sense. Although the mathematical study of distri-

bution distances on n-dimensional data is not new [8], none of au-

thors have studied perceptual or physical sense of these distances,

however essential in the spectral data use. Despite the large num-

ber of authors who are interested by multispectral tool [9] the

main part of scientific works aim to reduce the complexity before

any processing [10, 11, 12], reducing directly the major interest

of such rich acquisition.

Constraints on distance function choice
Numerous distances exist in the literature to compare two

multivalued distributions. Then the expected behaviour for the

processing must be express to select the suitable distance.

Hypothesis
The goal is to determine the suitable distance function be-

tween two spectra. Behind the distance function choice, we are
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looking for produce more complex image processing tools, like

full-band vectorial texture features. So our questions are based on

the distance accuracy and linearity behaviour in front of acquisi-

tion or content changing. So our hypothesis is that the suitable

distance function is accurate and have a linear behaviour in front

of linear transformations.

To illustrate our purpose on basic constraints for spectral dis-

tances, we chose a theoretical Gaussian distribution modified by

two basic transformations: translation and magnification (see fi-

gure 1). The selection criteria are based on the linearity of the

distance behaviour in front of both transformations (figure 2).

(a) Translation (b) Magnitude
change

Figure 1: Spatial evolutions applied to a Gaussian distribution

Figure 2: Distance behaviours of suitable distance depending on

translation and magnitude changes

Existing distances
In this section, we compare the behaviours of some distances

depending on “spatial transformation” between two synthetic dis-

tributions. Both distributions belong to Rn and are H1 = {h1
ci, i =

1..n} and H2 = {h2
ci, i = 1..n}.

We begin with a Minkowski distance of order 2 which is

the Euclidean distance. Its mathematical construction allows to

obtain a linear evolution depending on magnitude transformation

(see figure 3a), but it also leads to saturation with translation when

both distributions have no intersection.

The Euclidean expression is given by this equation:

dL2
(H1

,H2) =

√

n

∑
i=1

(h1
ci −h2

ci)
2 (3)

Next, we study the Geman-McClure distance. The distance

saturates with the translation when the distributions have no in-

tersection. The weighting applied to the distance leads to a non-

linear behaviour with the magnitude changes (see figure 3b).

The Geman-McClure expression is given by this equation:

dGMC(H
1
,H2) =

n

∑
i=1

(h1
ci −h2

ci)
2

1+(h1
ci −h2

ci)
2

(4)

(a) Euclidean (b) Geman-McClure

Figure 3: Distance behaviours depending on translation and mag-

nitude changes (Euclidean and Geman-McClure cases)

We continue with the Smith distance which computes an es-

timation of normalized overlap between two histograms. This

distance saturates during the translation when the intersection be-

tween histograms is null; the saturation value is 1. The magni-

tude modifications have no important impact since the distance is

based on the minimum function (see figure 4a).

The Smith expression is given by this equation:

dSmi(H
1
,H2) = 1−

∑
n
i=1 min(h1

ci,h
2
ci)

min
(

∑
n
i=1(h

1
ci),∑

n
i=1(h

2
ci)
) (5)

Afterward, we use the Jeffrey divergence measures the like-

liness of one distribution being drawn from another one. Experi-

ments show it saturates during the translation modifications when

there is no intersection (see figure 4b). This distance obtains a

linear evolution with magnitude modifications, except for low am-

plitudes and low translations.

The Jeffrey expression is given by this equation:

DJ(H
1
,H2) =

n

∑
i=1

(

h1
ci log

2h1
ci

h1
ci +h2

ci

+h2
ci log

2h2
ci

h1
ci +h2

ci

)

(6)

(a) Smith (b) Jeffrey

Figure 4: Distance behaviours depending on translation and mag-

nitude changes (Smith and Jeffrey cases)

Then, we use the χ2 distance. The initial hypothesis for this

distance is that the distributions are Gaussian. Its mathematical

construction leads to a saturation for translation changes when

both distributions have no intersection (see figure 5a). This dis-

tance has no saturation with magnitude changes but a weakness

of values due to the weighting.

The χ2 expression is given by this equation:

Dχ2(H1
,H2) =

n

∑
i=1

(h1
ci −h2

ci)
2

(h1
ci +h2

ci)
2

(7)
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The following distances are Bhattacharyya (see figure 5b),

Divergence (see figure 6a) and Hellinger (see figure 6b) which

have similar writings. These distances saturate when the distri-

butions have no intersection and have no evolution for magnitude

changes due to the normalization. In their writings ||H p
|| is the

L1 norm of the distribution and is dL1
(H p) = ∑

n
i=1(h

p
ci).

The Bhattacharyya expression is given by this equation:

DBha(H
1
,H2) =− log





n

∑
i=1

√

h1
ci.h

2
ci

||H1
||.||H2

||



 (8)

The Divergence expression is given by this equation:

DDiv(H
1
,H2) =

n

∑
i=1

((

h1
ci

||H1
||
−

h2
ci

||H2
||

)

.

(

log
h1

ci

||H1
||
− log

h2
ci

||H2
||

))

(9)

The Hellinger expression is given by this equation:

DHel(H
1
,H2) = 1−

n

∑
i=1

√

h1
ci.h

2
ci

||H1
||.||H2

||
(10)

(a) χ2 (b) Bhattacharyya

Figure 5: Distance behaviours depending on translation and mag-

nitude changes (χ2 and Bhattacharyya cases)

(a) Divergence (b) Hellinger

Figure 6: Distance behaviours depending on translation and mag-

nitude changes (Divergence and Hellinger cases)

The last studied distance is the Earth Mover’s Distance

(EMD). It is based on the minimal cost necessary to transform

one distribution into another. There is no restriction on the na-

ture of the distributions and the dimension of both distributions

can be different. The EMD computation requires cost matrix

D which contains all the distances d between two components:

Di j = d(h1
i ,h

2
j ). It also requires a flow F which contains a dis-

placements set fi j that is needed to transform one distribution into

another. The EMD distance is the minimization of equation 11

with a normalization (equation 12).

The EMD expression is given by this equation:

eqEMD(H
1
,H2

,F) =
m

∑
i=1

n

∑
j=1

Di j. fi j (11)

DEMD(H
1
,H2) =

∑
m
i=1 ∑

n
j=1 Di j. fi j

∑
m
i=1 ∑

n
j=1 fi j

(12)

As the distance between distributions linearly increases, the

energy transport cost has a linear evolution depending on trans-

lations. When the smallest distribution is full, energy transport

is not possible, and then the magnitude changes do not produce

value evolution. However, this energy transport is not null and de-

creases with respect to magnitude when translation is combined

with magnitude changes (see figure 7a).

(a) EMD (b) “Combined EMD”
α = 1; β = 1

Figure 7: Distance behaviours depending on translation and mag-

nitude changes (EMD and “Combined EMD” cases)

To summarize, the suitable ditance must have a linear evolu-

tion depending on translation and magnitude changes. Only the

EMD distance takes into account differences during translation

when distributions do not intersect. But this distance does not

increase with the magnitude changes unlike Euclidean distance,

Geman-McClure distance and Jeffrey divergence. However these

three later distances saturate with translation changes when distri-

butions do not intersect. The main question is: Does the suitable

distance exist or should it be built?

As no suitable distance was found with the tested distances,

we propose to develop a new one called “Combined EMD” close

to the suitable distance. This distance is a combination between

EMD and an energy difference computation (equation 13).

The “Combined EMD” expression is given by this equation:

DNEMD
(H1

,H2)=
1

α
DEMD(H

1
,H2)+

1

β

(

||H1
||− ||H2

||

)

(13)

Figure 7b shows behaviours of this new distance and the

latter evolves depending on both transformations. However the

translation and the magnitude changes have different impact on

the behaviours. Then in equation 13, α and β parameters are

used to manage the importance of each new distance part. In fig-

ure 8a and 8b where the β parameter is respectively equal to 5

and 10, the “Combined EMD” behaviours are close to the suit-

able behaviours; the impact of the magnitude change is reduced.
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(a) “Combined EMD”
α = 1; β = 5

(b) “Combined EMD”
α = 1; β = 10

Figure 8: “Combined EMD” behaviours depending on translation

and magnitude changes using different parameters

Experimental results
The previous section was dedicated to numerical comparison

of multivariate distances on synthetic data and simple transforma-

tions. This section explores the impact of the previous remarks

on real spectral images. We use the multispectral image database

from Finlayson, Hordley and Morovic [13].

First, the distance response using 3 colour shadings extracted

from a spectral images (figure 9) are compared to understand the

impact of the distance selection. The spectra are corrupted with

noise at their ends (figure 10). Then, to limit this noise, each

spectral shading is the average computed with four columns (fig-

ure 9). Figures 11, 12 and 13 show the distance evolution between

the first spectrum and each spectrum of the average shading, com-

puted with different distances. Some differences appear between

the distances in the small distance processing. Sub-figures (d)

show in each case, the “Combined-EMD” and next the χ2 ap-

proaches obtain the best dynamic range. Next, table 1 presents

parameters extracted from a linear regression of the distance evo-

lution. Even if the linear behaviour of the extracted spectral shad-

ing should be discussed, the coefficient of determination of the

linear regression R2 is good. And the results converge to select

the “Combined-EMD” distances as the most adapted for spectral

distances using in mathematical morphological domain.

Figure 9: Spectral image with three extracted colour shadings.

Each multispectral shading is numbered. Final multispectral

shadings are the average of four columns.

Second, the Beucher gradient is computed on spectral ima-

ges. This gradient is obtained with one difference between dila-

tion and erosion. Figure 14 shows results with studied distances.

First remark is based on the dynamic range of gradients, as ex-

pected previously in this study, the combined EMD and χ2 dis-

tances are more sensible. As we seen for synthetic data and basic

transforms, χ2 distance is not linear in the response. This dis-

(a) Colour shading no. 1 (b) Colour shading no. 2

(c) Colour shading no. 3

Figure 10: Spectral evolution along one column of multispectral

shadings

Table 1: Table of parameters for different distances

colour shading no. 1 R2 equation
Euclidean 0.88 y=0.044x-0.11

Geman-McClure 0.72 y=0.027x-0.12

χ2 0.87 y=0.027x-1
“Combined EMD” 0.92 y=0.44x-1.1

colour shading no. 2 R2 equation
Euclidean 0.98 y=0.13x-0.42

Geman-McClure 0.94 y=0.19x-0.84

χ2 0.89 y=0.65x-2
“Combined EMD” 0.977 y=0.92x-2

colour shading no. 3 R2 equation
Euclidean 0.94 y=0.11x-0.2

Geman-McClure 0.81 y=0.14x-0.5

χ2 0.95 y=0.31x-1.2
“Combined EMD” 0.96 y=0.73x-3.2

tance filter the gradients, reducing the impact of lower ones and

saturating the higher ones. To be complete, when a normalization

is applied to enhance the dynamic range of all gradients, those ob-

tained from the Euclidean distance seem similar to the EMD ones

in their linear behaviour. Nevertheless, the ability to discriminate

gradient using this distance should be low.

To complete these comparisons, we use a more complex pro-

cessing tool: the hit-or-miss transform, that allows to extract ob-

jects from images [14]. As the ground truths are rare in multispec-

tral domain, the application is focused on the search of letters in

the spectral images database (Figure 15). This result ends this part

of study showing best performance for approaches based on χ2

and “Combined-EMD”. Nevertheless, as in the colour case, more

criteria will be required to choose or construct the most adapted

distance with high confidence [7].
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(a) Euclidean (b) Geman-McClure

(c) χ2 (d) “Combined EMD”

Figure 11: Distance behaviour for colour shading no. 1 (mean of

the 4 columns). The curves are the “distance” between the first

pixel coordinates and the other pixels coordinates of the spectrum

Conclusion and perspectives
In this article, we are starting a study on the most suitable

distance choice in a multispectral morphological process based on

distance function. The distance choice is important in our frame-

work to have a perceptual or physical sense. For this purpose, we

compare distance behaviour in response on two linear transfor-

mations applied on a Gaussian distribution. Among the different

tested distances, none evolves linearly depending on both applied

transformations. With obtained results, we defined a new distance

looking for be close to the suitable searched distance. The pro-

posed distance is the closest to the expected behaviour but is not

yet perfect. A result of this first part of the work is the initial

question “Does the suitable distance exists or should it be built?”

Then, we compare the distance behaviour in a multispectral

shading analysis and using two advanced morphological tools:

Beucher gradient and hit-or-miss transform. Only the χ2 and

the proposed distance obtain a sufficient dynamic range for the

Beucher gradient extraction. But the non-linearity for χ2 dis-

tances in particular for small spectral distances should be a prob-

lem. With the second kind of morphological operators, the hit-

or-miss transform, the lack of dynamic or the non-linearity in

the distance behaviour shows their impacts, and only the χ2 and

’combined-EMD’ success.

However, the advanced operator computations, such as the

hit-or-miss transform, stir up others questions on basis operator

constructions. The linear behaviour was often cited in this work,

but impossible to produce and then to enable. So to follow this

work and enable the most accurate distance for spectral image

processing a more complex benchmark must be developed on tex-

ture feature analysis.
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(a) Euclidean (b) Geman-McClure

(c) χ2 (d) “Combined EMD”

Figure 12: Distance behaviour for colour shading no. 2 (mean of

the 4 columns). The curves are the “distance” between the first

pixel coordinates and the other pixels coordinates of the spectrum

(a) Euclidean (b) Geman-McClure

(c) χ2 (d) “Combined EMD”

Figure 13: Distance behaviour for colour shading no. 3 (mean of

the 4 columns). The curves are the “distance” between the first

pixel coordinates and the other pixels coordinates of the spectrum
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